Reported Contact of a positive Case (Not in a class)

1. Close Contact of a positive case (not in a class) reported by the case or informed by the medical team

   The case self-isolates for 5 days

   The case gets a PCR test on the fourth day from exposure

   - **Positive PCR test result**
     - Inform the medical office and isolate for 10 days from the test date
     - Seek medical advice from the health insurance provider
     - Test again after the 10 days
       - **Positive PCR test result**
         - Test again after 4 days
       - **Negative PCR test result with no symptoms**
         - Can access campus and resume normal activities
   - **Negative PCR test result**
     - Continue to isolate for 5 more days
     - Seek medical advice from the health insurance provider in case there are symptoms
       - **Symptoms appear**
         - Follow medical advice and isolate until the symptoms disappear
       - **No Symptoms appear**
         - Can access campus and resume normal activities